Abstract. We prove Terao conjecture saying that the freeness is determined by the combinatorics for arrangements of 13 lines in the complex projective plane and that the property of being nearly free is combinatorial for line arrangements of up to 12 lines in the complex projective plane.
Introduction
Let A be an arrangement of d lines in the complex projective plane (or, equivalently, a central arrangement of planes in C 3 ), defined by the equation f " 0, with f P S :" Crx, y, zs a polynomial of degree d. The minimal degree of a Jacobian relation for f is the integer mdrp f q, defined to be the smallest integer m ě 0 such that there is a nontrivial relation ρp f q : a f x`b f y`c f z " 0 among the partial derivatives f x , f y , f z of f with coefficients a, b, c homogeneous polynomials of degree m. Let ARp f q be the graded S -module of all Jacobian relations of f as above. The arrangement A is called free when the ARp f q is free as an Smodule. The exponents of the free arrangement A are defined as the degrees of the elements of a basis for ARp f q. Notice that ARp f q is isomorphic to the derivation module DpAq " tθ P DerS | θp f q " 0u, so this definition coincides to the one in [14] .
To an arrangement of hyperplanes one associates a geometric lattice, the lattice of intersection of various subsets of the set of hyperplanes of A, ordered by reverse inclusion, denoted LpAq. A property of an arrangement of hyperplanes A is called combinatorial if it depends only on the lattice isomorphism class of the lattice LpAq. Important open questions regard the combinatoriality of certain properties or invariants associated to hyperplane arrangements. Among them, Terao conjecture, which is the subject of intense research in the field (see for instance [2, 5, 7, 15, 16] ), occupies a central place. We prove in this note that Terao conjecture holds for line arrangements having 13 lines and make a step towards proving the conjecture for arrangements of 14 lines. It is known that for arrangements of cardinal at most 12, the conjecture holds (see [11] , [3] ). It is natural to look as the next step to arrangements of 13 lines. Moreover, this pursuit is justified by the fact that it is known that 13 is the smallest cardinal for a line arrangement to be free, but not recursively free ( [3] ).
Another result concerns the combinatorial nature of the property of an arrangement of being nearly free. We give a positive answer for arrangements of at most 12 lines.
The proof of our results relies in fact on the interplay between free and nearly free properties of line arrangements. Some necessary definitions and results are recalled in the next section. In the third section we prove Theorem 3.1, the Terao conjecture for arrangements of 13 lines, and in the fourth section we prove that near freeness is combinatorial for arrangements of at most 12 lines (Theorem 4.9) and finally that the Terao conjecture for arrangements of 14 lines can be reduced to the problem of combinatoriality of near freeness for arrangements of 13 lines, in Proposition 4.10.
It has recently been brought to our attention by Hiraku Kawanoue that both he and Torsten Hoge have also confirmed the Terao conjecture in the case |A| " 13. Their approaches seem to be through computer aided computations, and have not been published, not even in a preprint form.
The results we need
Yoshinaga has introduced in [15, 16] a technique of study of freeness of arrangements through multiarrangements. A multiarrangement is simply a pairing of an arrangement A with a map m : A Ñ Z ě0 , called multiplicity. An arrangement can then be identified with a multiarrangement with constant multiplicity m " 1. A notion of freeness (and a corresponding notion of exponents) for multiarrangements is defined ([16, Def. 1.12]). It is easy to see that an arrangement in C 2 is always free with exponents p1, |A|´1q. Similarly, it is true that a multiarrangement in C 2 is free and its exponents pd 1 , d 2 q satisfy d 1`d2 " |A|, however these exponents are not trivial to compute. Actually, as we recall below using [16] , their computation is related to the freeness property for arrangements in C 3 . A recent notion, of near freeness, for plane projective curves was introduced in [9] by Dimca-Sticlaru. The authors conjecture that any rational cuspidal curve that is not a free divisor is nearly free. We will consider here this notion only in the restricted context of projective line arrangements.
Let J f be the Jacobian ideal of f , that is, the ideal spanned by the partial derivatives of f , and denote byĴ f the saturation of J f with respect to the maximal ideal m " px, y, zq in S . Moreover, a parallel notion of (near)exponents is introduced in [9] . A result mirroring the decomposition of the characteristic polynomial with respect to the exponents for free arrangements is then stated for nearly free ones. To state it, we recall the following. The projective arrangement A can be naturally identified with a central arrangement A of planes in C 3 . We define the characteristic polynomial of A, χpA; tq, by relation to the characteristic polynomial of A: since A is central, χpA; tq always has as a factor t´1. Let us define then χpA; tq " χpA; tq{pt´1q. 
Lastly, we need to recall some combinatoric ingredients. We will denote by n k the number of points of multiplicity k of A. Some restrictions apply to these multiplicities, for instance the easily deducible equality:
k"2 n kˆk 2Ȧ highly non-trivial restriction on the multiplicities is given by the Hirzebruch inequality (provided that n d " n d´1 " 0, see [12] ):
Terao conjecture for 13 lines arrangements For a line arrangement A, we denote by mpAq the maximal multiplicity of the intersection points in A. To prove Terao's Conjecture in the case d " 13, it is enough to only consider the case (˚) d 1 " 6, mpAq P t4, 5u and any line in A contains at most 6 intersection points. From now on, unless otherwise stated, A is a 13 lines arrangement in the complex projective plane that has only multiple points of multiplicity up to 5 and minimal degree relations mdr " 6. When A is free, this amounts to d 1 " mdr " 6. We will prove the combinatorial nature of the freeness property in this setting. Proof. We will call two points collinear if they are situated on a line in A.
Assume n 5 ě 3. Then obviously there are at least two collinear quintuple points in the arrangement. Moreover, a third quintuple point should be collinear to at least one of the previous two collinear quintuple points (so, in any case, one of the configurations 
, that is, the cardinal of the pre-image of i´1 through the multiplication map m H defined by (1).
To prove Theorem 3.1, it is enough to see that the following property holds. a, b, c, d , e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l. Since A is free, it follows from [5, Cor 1.2] that n 24 n 3`9 n 4`1 6n 5 " 108 and by (2) that n 2`3 n 3`6 n 4`1 0n 5 " 78. We make a discussion on the number of quintuple points of the arrangement, with the purpose of counting the number of lines in A having 6 multiple points. To do that, we solve in each case a system of linear equations (including the two above) with n i , 2 ď i ď 4,  and a 0 , a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l as variables. The third, fourth and fifth equations of the system are a count for the number of double, triple, respectively quadruple points of the arrangement.
A quick look at the list in Remark 3.3(iii) shows that, if n 5 ď 1 and A has at least 5 lines having 6 multiple points then by removing one of those lines one is left with an arrangement containing at least another line with 6 multiple points. When n 5 ě 2, it is enough for A to contain at least 6 lines with 6 multiple points to reach the same conclusion.
Case n 5 " 0 Solving the linear system
shows that the number of lines of the arrangement with at most 5 multiple points (that is, the sum b`d`a 0 ) is equal to 12´n 4´a0 . If a 0 ą 0, this implies n 4 ě 4, hence b`d`a 0 ď 7, so there are at least 6 lines in the arrangement having 6 multiple points.
, so there are at least 5 lines in the arrangement having 6 multiple points.
Recall that, by Remark 3.3(i) when mpAq " 5, then there are no lines in A of type pa 0 q.
Case n 5 " 1 Consider the solution for the linear system:
The number of lines of the arrangement with 6 multiple points (that is, the sum ac`e`f`h ) is equal to 4`n 4 . Moreover, n 2 ě 0 implies n 4 ě 2, hence there are at least 6 lines in the arrangement having 6 multiple points.
Case n 5 " 2 We have to solve the linear system:
One obtains that the total number of lines having 5 multiple points, the sum b`dg`i`j`l , equals 6´n 4 , so the number of lines having 6 multiple points must be at least 7.
Case n 5 " 3 We have to solve the linear system:
One obtains that the total number of lines having 5 multiple points, the sum d`bg`j`l`i , equals 3´n 4 , so the number of lines having 6 multiple points must be at least 10.
Proof of Theorem 3.1
To prove Theorem 3.1, we can assume that A is a free arrangement as described by Remark 3.3:
(1) A is a 13 lines arrangement in the complex projective plane. (2) A has only multiple points of multiplicity up to 5 and minimal degree relations d 1 " mdr " 6; this implies that the characteristic polynomial of A is χ A ptq " pt´6q 2 .
(3) The lines in A contain either 5 or 6 multiple points (all lines are of type (a) to (l) as listed above), except when mpAq " 4, in which case A may also contain lines of type pa 0 q. The above lemma immediately implies that A contains a line with 6 multiple points such that if one removes that line from the arrangement the resulting 12 lines arrangement still contains a line with 6 multiple points.
In this hypothesis, one may apply Theorem 2.5 to A and obtain a 12 lines nearly free subarrangement B " AztHu ( H line with 6 multiple points in A) with nexp p6, 6q such that B still contains a line with 6 multiple points. Consider another arrangement A 1 in the lattice isomorphism class of A. We need to show that A 1 is also free. 
Combinatorial freeness for 14 lines arrangements via Combinatorial near freeness for up to 13 lines arrangements
The previous approach proves very fruitful. By a similar line of reasoning, this free/nearly free interplay can be used to show that near freeness is combinatorial, at least for arrangements of up to a certain cardinal. Actually, the condition in Proposition 4.1 ensures us that the nearly free arrangement was obtained by the addition of a line with a certain number of multiple points to a free arrangement. In fact, for arrangements with up to 7 lines, this seems to always be the case. Proof. We make a complete inventory of lattice isomorphism classes of line arrangements A with |A| ď 7 (along with their realisation spaces), and we look for the ones that may contain nearly free arrangements.
It is fairly easy to see that near freeness is combinatorial for arrangements of up to 7 lines. Take a nearly free such arrangement A with exponents d 1 ď d 2 . Then d 1 P t2, 3u and obviously the inequality 4 is satisfied unless A is generic, Proposition 4.7 thus proving our claim. If A is generic, then, by [8, Prop. 4.7(4) ], near freeness is again combinatorial: if |A| " 4, then the lattice of A is Lp4, 2q (in the notations from [8, Sect.4] , Lpd, mq is the intersection lattice for a line arrangement having only double points, except a multiple point of multiplicity m) and all arrangements in the lattice isomorphism class of A are nearly free, whereas generic arrangements with cardinal at least 5 are never nearly free, by the same [8, Prop. 4.7(4) ].
Keep in mind that freeness is combinatoric in this range, i.e., once a lattice isomorphism class contains a free arrangement, all other arrangements in the same class are also free.
One can only find nearly free arangements for |A| ě 4, so we look at the intersection lattice types for arrangements A, 4 ď |A| ď 7.
For |A| " 4, apart from the generic arrangement, all other arrangements (up to lattice isomorphism) are free; as recalled above, the generic one is nearly free.
For |A| " 5, all arrangements (up to lattice isomorphism) are either supersolvable, nearly supersolvable (see [10] for the definition) or generic. It is well known that arrangements with supersolvable lattices are free (ref). According to [10, Thm. 4.3] , nearly supersolvable arrangements are either free or nearly free, and the choice among the two is also combinatorial.
For |A| " 6, apart from supersolvable, nearly supersolvable and generic type we have a lattice of typeLpm 1 , m 2 q (in the notations from [8, Sect.4] , it is the intersection lattice of a line arrangement that consists of two pencils of m 1 ě 2, respectively m 2 ě 2 lines that intersect generically).
A slightly more elaborate approach is necessary for |A| " 7. One computes for an arrangement of each lattice isomorphism type the minimal degree relations and identifies the nearly free (lattice isomorphism classes of) arrangements by the characterisation of near freeness in [5, Thm 1.3] . There are, up to lattice isomorphism, 4 nearly free arrangements: one nearly supersolvable, one of type Lp7, 5q and the two arrangements in Figure 4 below.
Finally, up to lattice isomorphism, we have one nearly free arrangement |A| with |A| " 4, one nearly free arrangement |A| with |A| " 5, two nearly free arrangements |A| with |A| " 6 and 4 nearly free arrangements |A| with |A| " 7. The exponents d 1 ď d 2 are easily computed. It is easy to see that these arrangements all satisfy our claim, that is, all are obtained by the addition of a line to a free (actually, supersolvable) arrangement, a line that intersects the free arrangement in d 2`1 points.
Remark 4.4. In the course of the proof of the previous proposition we found two nearly free arrangements with 7 lines, having the same pattern of multiple points, n 3 " 5, n 2 " 6, n ą3 " 0, and the same exponents, p3, 4q, and both can be obtained by the addition of a line H to the same free 6 lines arrangement, such that the said line intersects the free arrangement in 5 distinct points. The two arrangements are not lattice isomorphic. They are pictured in Figure 4 (where H is the dashed line). The arrangement A 1 can described by the equations xyzpx´yqpx`zqpy`zqpx`ay`zq, where a a complex number ‰ 0, 1, while the arrangement A 2 can be described by the equations xyzpx´cyqpx`zqpy`zqpxć y`p1´cqzq, where c a complex number ‰ 0, 1. Proof. Let A be a nearly free arrangement with exponents d 1 ď d 2 and |A| ď 12. We need to see that any other arrangement in its lattice isomorphism class is also nearly free.
We can further assume that mpAq ă d 1 , otherwise the claim of the theorem is proved by (4) .
By Proposition 4.3, all nearly free arrangements with |A| ď 7 satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 4.1, so the claim of the theorem holds.
For the rest of the cases we no longer know whether or not near free arrangements can be obtained by addition of a line to a free arrangement, however cases |A| P t8, . . . , 12u admit an uniform approach.
Since A cannot be generic (generic arrangements with at least 5 lines are not nearly free, by [8, Prop 4.7(4)]), we have in any case mpAq ě 3, so, by the inequality (4), it is enough to consider d 1 ě 4. We can moreover assume that A does not contain lines with at most 4 multiple points, since this case is covered by [4, Thm 1.5] . Even in the case when the characteristic polynomial is a perfect square and it does not distinguish a priori between free and nearly free arrangements, we are in range |A| ď 13 and one cannot have a free arrangement within the same lattice isomorphism class as the nearly free A.
By (4) and (5), for |A| " 8, we get mpAq " 3, pd 1 , d 2 q " p4, 4q, for |A| " 9, we get mpAq " 3, pd 1 , d 2 q " p4, 5q and for |A| " 10, we get mpAq P t3, 4u, pd 1 , d 2 q " p5, 5q. We use Proposition 4.1, Remark 4.2 and Proposition 4.6 (and additionally Proposition 4.5, for |A| odd) to restrict the cases of the nearly free arrangements we have to consider and to add further constraints on those cases (for instance, to restrict the possible types of lines in A).
For |A| " 8, for instance, one can only have lines with at most d 2`1 " 5 multiple points (Proposition 4.6), hence, by the previous discussion, it is enough to prove the theorem in the case when A has only lines with precisely 5 multiple points. Then we readily apply Remark 4.2 (i), and we are done.
For |A| " 9, one can only have lines H P A with at most d 2`1 " 6 multiple points, so we are left with two types of lines for A:
So, A has either a line with 5 multiple points, and we may apply Remark 4.2 (ii), or a line with 6 multiple points, and we apply Proposition 4.1.
For |A| " 10, one can only have lines with at most d 2`1 " 6 multiple points, hence there are only lines with 5 or 6 multiple points (case already solved by Remark 4.2 (i)).
Assume |A| " 11. Then d 1 P t4, 5u. But d 1 " 4 implies mpAq " 3 and this contradicts the inequality (5). We are left with pd 1 , d 2 q " p5, 6q. By (4) and (5), mpAq " 4.
We may further assume that A does not have lines with 5 triple points, since this case is already covered by Proposition 4.5. Denote by d, e the number of lines H P A of each of the following types: (d) n | a`4b`9c`16o " 90 | a`3b`6c`10o " 66 |´2a`3d`2e`f`2g`h " 0 |´3b`e`3 f`2h`4i " 0 |´4c`e`3g`2h`i " 0 |´5o`2d`e`f " 0 | d`e`f`g`h`i " 12
In both cases a Normaliz aided computation for the above systems of linear nonhomogeneous equations shows that there are no integer non-negative solutions, so no nearly free arrangements with the constraints described by the above two cases exist.
For |A| " 13 it is not that straightforward to show that near freeness is combinatorial. The resulting systems do have admissible solutions, even though these solutions may not be realizable as combinatorics of a complex projective line arrangement. However, we are able to reduce the Terao conjecture for 14 lines arrangements to a near freeness problem concerning 13 lines arrangements. assumption that A does not contain a line with 6 multiple points is false, so the claim of the theorem is proven.
